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and 2 copies of the published bulletin or magazine
in which the article appears is to be mailed to:

LAS Executive Meeting
The executive meeting was held at the home of
Sharon and Steve MacDonald. The details for the
show and auction were finalized and things are
well underway.
Nancy Drummond indicated that membership was
steadily growing and was hoping to add a few
more memberships from the show and auction.
Eric Geissinger stated that the website
redevelopment was almost completed and that
the some of the new changes would be up and
running shortly.
For our upcoming meetings it was decided to try
and invite some out of town speakers. The first
was to invite Mr. Stan Shubel, a world renowned
guppy breeder to come and speak at the October
meeting. Dorothy Reimer will contact Mr. Shubel
and extend the invitation.
We hope to see everyone at the Show and
Auction.
UPCOMING EVENTS

London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010
RPO Fairmont
London, ON N5W 1A3

2006-2007 LAS General Meeting Dates
October 10, 2006
November 14, 2006
December 12, 2006 (also the holiday celebration)
January 9, 2007
February 13, 2007
March 13, 2007
April 10, 2007
May 8, 2007
June 12, 2007
10 Martha St

(519) 425-1233

Ingersoll, ON
N5C 1E6

Aquarium Club Members Pay NO TAX on Fish !!

Monthly Jar Shows
October
Fish: Cichlids (substrate spawning), Open
Plant: Open
November
Fish: Cyprinids (e.g. Goldfish, Koi, Barbs, Danios,
Sharks, Rasboras, White Clouds etc.)
Open: Plant
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President’s Message
Our hearts and wishes go out to the Ballanger family with the passing of
Richard. He will be missed but always in our hearts.
The guest speaker for October will be Stan Shubel, Stan is an avid guppy
breeder and has mountains of knowledge with this species and is well
known for prizewinners at many fish shows. I cannot wait to meet him
personally and looking forward to hearing him speak and to learn about the
guppy.
I hope that everybody had a good time at the show and auction. Thanks to a great job by the
auctioneers, the kitchen staff and all the runners and everybody else who gave of their time to make
this a success. We had a good turnout from a lot of different clubs to support this club event. I know
that some of us really stocked up with all the bargains both wet and dry.
On my trip to the east coast I had the time to meet with Robert MacCara who is on the board of
directors for the East Coast Aquarium Society and we discussed a lot of interesting subjects
pertaining to our different clubs. He has a bad case of fish hobby with aquariums on different floors in
his house and in various rooms. I was impressed at his set up and how good his fish looked. He has
one of the 50th ann. T-shirts from the LAS and I got one of theirs, a fair trade. Although I did not bring
any fish back there were opportunities. Maybe next time.
The Jar Show for October will be Cichlids – ( Angels, Kribs, Rams … ) Plants and there will be an
open class as usual.
Roger Van Der Aa did a talk on closing down the outside ponds and getting them ready for winter.
Very interesting with lots of information.
I have heard a lot of good comments from the advertisers that they are seeing LAS membership
cards a lot more this year and that makes them happy to see they are getting support from the
members, so do not be afraid to show that card and also introduce yourself to the shop owners.
Had too much turkey
I hope you had a great Thanksgiving
Ron Bishop
President
London Aquaria Society

Please Support the

Southwestern Pet
Centre
1474 Dundas Street
(In the Eastown Plaza)
London, ON
They support us!!!
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THE LONDON AQUARIA SOCIETY
General Meetings are held on the second Tuesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. at
Tanglewood Orchards Co-Op, 24 Spiritwood Court, Unit 77 (off Scenic Drive),
London, ON.
The London Aquaria Society is a non-profit organization established in June 1956. Its main objective is to promote interest in breeding and
raising of tropical fish, and also to provide a means through which hobbyists may exchange ideas, gain information, and display their fish,
sharing them in the public in the London area.
EXECUTIVE 2004/2005
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
Advertising
Show Chair
B.A.P./H.A.P.
Library
Jar Show Chair
Membership
Newsletter Editor
Auction Chair
Webmaster

Ron Bishop
Dorothy Reimer
Mark Ruddick
Sharon MacDonald
Terry Little/Dorothy Reimer
Terry Little
Dennis Zajac
James Kelly
Sarah Lee
Nancy Chipps-Drummond
Sharon MacDonald
Roger VanDer Aa
Eric Geissinger

519-457-7907
519-438-7682
519-455-8372
519-453-0094
519-752-8642
519-425-1233
519-681-0717
519-686-3473
519-644-2753
519-453-0094
519-666-3995
519-672-9168

ron.bishop2@sympatico.ca
dmreimer@sympatico.ca
webmaster@londonaquariasociety.com
sharon.macdonald@lhsc.on.ca
Also serving as CAOAC Reps
tlittle28@rogers.com
aquariumcents@rogers.com
no email address
sarahlee@uwo.ca
nchipps-drummond@fanshawec.on.ca
sharon.macdonald@lhsc.on.ca
koiman@execulink.com
egeissinger@rogers.com

DJ’s TROPICS Fish
Fish ‘n’ Ponds
Somethin’s Fishy.

For all your Tropical Fish needs!

1057 Parkinson Road, Unit #9
Woodstock, ON
N4S 7W3
Phone
Fax

(519) 537-2938
(519) 537-6747

OWNER

Dave Deadman

DROP IN AND SEE US AT THIS BEAUTIFUL NEW LOCATION
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Fish Euthanasia
How to do away with your best friends
By Mindy Haight, B.Sc.
(Reprint from the East Coast Aquarium Society Summer 2005 Newsletter)

This is one topic that many aquarists debate over, and that many never agree on. Over the years, I have encountered many articles and
suggestions on how to euthanise a sick or dying fish, or cull a few from a batch of fry that do not meet standards and may have some
deformities. In the end, I have had to make up my own mind on which way I found to be most humane and within my capabilities. I’ll give you
my opinion on what I think about some methods of fish euthanasia, some of which I agree with, and others I do not. This is a somewhat
emotional topic as most of us have attachments to our fish, as I do myself.
I have been keeping fish, on and off, for the last 20 years . . . There were a few years here and there where university, work, and the like,
deprived me of money and time, making it impossible for me to stay with the hobby. I always knew it would be a part of my life forever, as it
was a passion of mine that I never grew out of. My first tank, bought for my 10th birthday by my parents, was a 10 gallon tank and arrived on
my birthday still in the box, with a couple of goldfish in a bag. It was all ready to be set up (blame the pet store)! I didn’t know then that this
was the wrong way of doing things, and lucky for me I only lost one of those fish through the cycling process, even though it wasn’t until years
later that I learned about that process! I ended up selling that tank a few years later as boredom set in and an offer was made, and I could not
turn it down. To my surprise, the interest in fish never left me, and around 4 years later I was into it again! This time I decided to research the
proper methods of caring for aquarium fish. I did a lot of reading, and I still do today.
The Big Flush, A Big No No
Flushing. I can say that, yes, I have flushed a few fish down the toilet, but they were already dead. I always knew that flushing to dispose of a
dying fish would be inhumane. To think of the poor thing going down through the pipes, eventually to the septic tank or the sewer treatment
facility, where it may suffer and hang on for who knows how long, before it finally would die. Fish are pretty amazing, and even though they
may be sick or almost dead, they can survive for quite some time in horrible conditions. Have you ever gone fishing, to haul in a trout or
mackerel and leave it on the shore, thinking it would die immediately from suffocation, only to realize a half-hour later that hey, it’s still alive,
mouth gapping, slowly dying? Fish are highly tolerant of hypoxia, or lack of oxygen. A Fish in the sewer is not on dry land. It is in a very
disgusting, contaminated environment. Think how long it could take for him to die. It is one of the cruellest methods of euthanising fish that I
know of. I cannot even call it euthanasia, as you are not putting the fish out of its misery, but rather increasing its suffering. Just because it is
out of your sight, doesn’t mean it no longer exists. As humans we should be more intelligent than that. Please eliminate that as a way of
euthanising any sick fish. To be even safer, do not even flush a fish that you think to be dead down the toilet, just in case.
Clove Oil
Eugenol, or clove oil is a method I have read about, but have never used. Clove oil supposedly is quick and painless, as it is used as an
anaesthetic for fish during surgery. It causes numbness and sedation. The dosing is to add 25 drops per litre of water. It is also important to
mix this first in a jar by rapidly shaking until the water turns white, as clove oil does not mix well with water. Some people recommend adding
vodka to the mix to help the clove oil dissolve into the water, but this would cause great discomfort and pain to the fish. It causes burns to skin
and gills and would not be humane. After a few seconds or so, if it has not stopped moving, you should add more clove oil to the solution.
One cannot be sure of how long to leave a fish in this clove oil mixture, even after it appears dead, as it may regain consciousness afterwards
if it was only sedated. After about half an hour of being “dead”, it is recommended to either place the fish in the freezer while still in the clove
oil mixture, or to decapitate the fish, cutting directly behind the gills to make certain it is dead. It is hard for me to make a decision on this
method. If it doesn’t work right away you are to add more clove oil, and that does not seem quick enough for me.
TMS
There is also Tricaine Methanosulfonate ( TMS or MS-222), a veterinary grade anaesthetic. This is used at 1 gram per litre of water, and is
supposed to be peaceful and painless. I also have no personal experience with this either.
Cranial Blow
Another method that is recommended in a lot of the literature is hitting the fish against a hard surface, also known as a cranial blow. The
purpose here is to destroy the brain, which instantly kills the fish. They tell you to either place the fish into a net, or get a firm grip on the fish
by wrapping him in paper towel with head exposed, and slam their head, in just the right spot, against a hard surface, such as a bathtub. I hate
to admit to this, but I learned the hard way that this method can be extremely cruel. I had a small
female Jewel cichlid who had gotten beat up pretty bad. After a few days of trying to heal her, I knew she was getting worse and only
suffering. So I took my book’s advice, put her into a net, and ...well lets just
say it took a lot more than one slam. It traumatized me severely. I could not stop after starting the process of trying to kill her to find a more
humane way. She was now suffering even more, and had to be put out of her misery immediately. It was one of the most horrible experiences
I went through. It shows you that you cannot believe everything you read. Slamming a fish against a hard surface is not always humane. Your
aim and grip would haveto be very accurate, and you would have to hit them in just the right spot on top of their head, hard enough to destroy
their brain. This is probably only suitable for a larger species of fish, as the weight of the fish also comes into play.
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Severing the Spine
Other methods that are recommended for larger fish involve severing their spine or breaking their neck. I have watched many fisherman use
this method on fish including trout and mackerel. The method involves holding the fish in one hand, belly down, head pointing away from you,
then using your other
hand and sticking your thumb as far as it will go into their mouth and resting your hand and fingers on top of their head. Then quickly and
sharply snap the head back with the hand holding the top of the mouth. This snaps their neck quickly, and painlessly if done correctly. I would
not have the nerve to be able to do this to my fish, ever! I have also read about chopping a fishes head off, guillotine style. I’m sure it’s
painless and quick. That is what it is all about, to end suffering without causing anymore suffering in the process. A sharp knife, and quick
hand, right behind the gills. These above methods for the larger fish would be hard for me to do, as my attachment to the fish would make it
very difficult. When a fish is suffering terribly and you have to end their pain, sometimes you have no choice.
Freezing
The freezing method can be accomplished in two ways, one of which I do not agree with. This is the slow method of freezing. I assume this to
cause great stress and pain. It involves placing the fish in a container of water into the freezer, and letting it slowly freeze to death. I do not
know of any studies done on this matter, I think that possibly the fish can feel itself freezing, can feel the ice forming in its flesh and cells, and
that this would be very painful. This may not be the case, maybe they go numb after awhile, but they would not go numb immediately, as it
takes time for the water, and then the fish, to get cold enough for this. I have read of a case where somebody actually watched occasionally to
see how the fish were taking it. The fish thrashed around in the container, and it took over half an hour! So they would feel some level of
discomfort and stress, and very possibly pain.
Since I am unsure of the exact events that take place in slow freezing, I prefer fast freezing. It is almost instantaneous, and works in about 1 to
2 seconds if done correctly. This method is only useful for fish up to around 5 inches max. Any bigger and their mass takes too long for the
cold temperature to penetrate through quickly. Take a container big enough for the fish, fill it with water, and freeze until the top and sides and
bottom sections of water in the container are frozen. Make sure there is still plenty of very cold unfrozen water in this container. Break the ice
on the surface to allow room for the fish. Submerge the fish quickly, holding him under in the net. If the water is cold enough, the fish should
be dead within a second or two. Their gills will stop moving and all fin movement ceases. Some may arch their back in
death. They are completely dead and it happens so quickly they don’t feel a thing. They do not slowly freeze to death. Quick and humane. It is
the actual shock to the system that kills them.
I am still somewhat unsure of how to euthanise large fish in a manner I could handle myself. I have never had one I had to put down that was
too big to drop into ice water. I also know that goldfish and koi can withstand the colder temperatures, and their bodies actually enter a semidormant state in the cold. They would probably be euthanised more humanely using the decapitation method. If all else fails, take large fish to
your veterinarian for euthanasia, if there is one in your area that does this.
Bad Ideas
There are also some other very cruel methods that people have tried to use to put their fish down. Some I have heard of include boiling. Can
you imagine? I even hate the way live lobsters are cooked! Some people add rat poison and other toxic substances to the water. Others add
Sodium Bicarbonate and Alka
Seltzer to the water with the intent being the CO2 will kill the fish, as they are being denied oxygen. I have read accounts on this, and it may
work, but it is cruel as it takes quite a long period of time. Some sources say to use vodka or some other strong liquor, which is also very cruel
as this causes burns to the fish’s gills, eyes and skin. I am sure there are even crueler methods out there, but I am glad that I have not heard
of them. I am already disturbed enough by some of the other methods mentioned above.
Over the years I have formed my own opinions on euthanasia, and have had to deal with the matter a few times. I have found it to be an
emotionally charged topic in many places on the web. I have been involved in many discussions which eventually went sour as those involved
could not agree on the best methods. We can all agree that it is one part of the fish hobby that nobody likes to experience. It is interesting to
read other peoples opinions on the topic. It is one of the only times a person has to kill their own sick
pet. Every other pet, from snake to hamster, from birds to cats and dogs, is most times euthanised at the veterinarian clinic, not at home by
the hands of their loving owners. Maybe someday there will be more veterinarians that also practice fish care. There will be more standards to
help prevent the improper care and senseless deaths of aquarium fish .
I hope some of the information written here has helped you decide for yourselves which is the best method to use is, and that maybe I have
helped to stop some of the suffering out there, both to the owners and to the suffering fish.
References
http://www.thekrib.com/Fish/euthanasia.html
http://www.fi shdoc.co.uk/treatments/euthanasia.htm
http://www.bvzs.org/euthansiaguidelinesfi sh.htm
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11A Frank
Street
Strathroy, ON
N7G 2R2
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JAR SHOW
RESULTS TO DATE

Name

Month

Competition

Fish Name

Ribbon

James Kelly

September

Open Family

Golden Severum - pair and fry

Red

Jack Parkinson

September

Open Family

Buenos Aries Tetra - pair and fry

Blue

PLANTS
RESULTS TO DATE

Name

Month

Competition

David Stuivenberg

September

Open

James Kelly

September

Open

David Stuivenberg

September

Open

Plant Name
Anubius bateri caladiifolia '1705'
Anubius coffeefolia
Cryptocoryne parva

Ribbon
Red
Blue
White
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COME AND SEE WHY
BIG AL’S AQUARIUM SERVICES WAREHOUSE OUTLETS
IS CANADA’S LEADING RETAILER FOR THE TROPICAL FISH
HOBBYIST
10,000 GALLONS OF FRESH AND SALTWATER TROPICAL FISH
EXOTIC GOLDFISH & FEEDER FISH
SUPER IMPORT SELECTIONS FROM AROUND THE WORLD AND FROM OUR
EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA FISH FARMS
SUPERB AQUATIC PLANTS IMPORTED FROM AROUND THE WORLD
HUGH SELECTION OF AQUARIUM AND POND SUPPLIES
AQUARIUMS FROM 2 TO 275 GALLONS
BIG AL’S QUALITY LINE OF AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, FISH FOODS AND WOODEN
STANDS
EXPERT STAFF TO HELP YOU WITH ALL OF YOUR AQUARIUM NEEDS
BEST PRICES IN TOWN GUARANTEED

10% Discount
To London Aquaria
Society Members
(except sale items)
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LONDON AQUARIA SOCIETY
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
NEW AND RENEWAL MEMBERSHIPS

New

Renewal

Junior
$15.00/yr.

Regular
$20.00/yr.

Family
$25.00/yr.

Name: ___________________________________________________________________________
Address:
City: _______________________

Prov.:/ _________________________ P.C.:/ ___________
State
Zip Code
Phone (Home): _____________________
Email Address: _________________________________
Check here if you will allow the information given above to be published in a London Aquaria Society Membership
Roster

Aquatic Interests:
Fresh Water Species
Number of Tanks ____
General Fish Keeping
Propagating Plants
Shows & Competitions
Live Food

Brackish Water Species
Marine Species
Number of Tanks ____
Number of Tanks ____
Breeding Fish
Species Preservation
Aquatic Life (other than fish and plants)
Tank Beautiful Competitions
Collecting
Research

Other _______________________________________________________________________
Areas of Specialization
Non-Aquatic Interests:
Photography
Writing
Journalism
Arts & Crafts

Computers
Video Recording
Drawing
Public Speaking

Cooking
Design & Layout
Painting
Woodworking

Other: _________________________________________________________________
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LONDON AQUARIA SOCIETY
Please list all household members to be included in this L.A.S. membership.
Name:
Occupation:

Age:

Birthdate:

Age:

Birthdate:

Age:

Birthdate:

Age:

Birthdate:

Name:
Occupation:
Name:
Occupation:
Name:
Occupation:

How did you learn of the London Aquaria Society?
(Please check all appropriate sources and list names)
Member:

Magazine Ad: _______________________________

Newspaper Ad:

Radio Ad: __________________________________

Pet Shop:

L.A.S. Event: _______________________________

Other:

What do you expect to obtain from your L.A.S. Membership?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

To return this form or obtain additional information, please contact:
London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010, RPO Fairmont
London, ON
N5W 1A3
For Official Use Only:
Life Membership
Paid - Cash

st

Membership Expires: December 31 of each year
Paid - Cheque

Amount Paid: $ _____________
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London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010
RPO Fairmont
London, ON N5W 1A3

519-785-4052
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